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Abstract
Ever-increasing complexity of large-scale applications
and continuous increases in sizes of the data they process make the problem of maximizing performance of
such applications a very challenging task. In particular,
many challenging applications from the domains of astrophysics, medicine, biology, computational chemistry,
and materials science are extremely data intensive. Such
applications typically use a disk system to store and later
retrieve their large data sets, and consequently, their disk
performance is a critical concern. Unfortunately, while
disk density has signiﬁcantly improved over the last couple of decades, disk access latencies have not. As a result, I/O is increasingly becoming a bottleneck for dataintensive applications, and has to be addressed at the
software level if we want to extract the maximum performance from modern computer architectures.
This paper presents a compiler-directed code restructuring scheme for improving the I/O performance of
data-intensive scientiﬁc applications. The proposed approach improves I/O performance by reducing the number of disk accesses through a new concept called disk
reuse maximization. In this context, disk reuse refers to
reusing the data in a given set of disks as much as possible before moving to other disks. Our compiler-based
approach restructures application code, with the help of
a polyhedral tool, such that disk reuse is maximized to
the extent allowed by intrinsic data dependencies in the
application code. The proposed optimization can be applied to each loop nest individually or to the entire application code. The experiments show that the average
I/O improvements brought by the loop nest based version of our approach are 9.0% and 2.7%, over the original application codes and the codes optimized using conventional schemes, respectively. Further, the average improvements obtained when our approach is applied to the
entire application code are 15.0% and 13.5%, over the
original application codes and the codes optimized using
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conventional schemes, respectively. This paper also discusses how careful ﬁle layout selection helps to improve
our performance gains, and how our proposed approach
can be extended to work with parallel applications.

1 Introduction
In the recent past, large scale applications in science and
engineering have grown dramatically in complexity. As
a result, scientists and engineers expend great effort to
implement software systems that carry out these applications and interface them with the instruments and sensors that generate data. Apart from their huge computational needs, these large applications have tremendous
I/O requirements as well. In fact, many scientiﬁc simulations tend to generate huge amounts of data that must be
stored, mined, analyzed, and evaluated. For example, in
a combustion application [39], features based on ﬂame
characteristics must be detected and tracked over time.
Based upon evolution, simulations need to be steered in
different regions, and different types of data need to be
stored for further analysis. A simulation involving threedimensional turbulent ﬂames involving detailed chemistry can easily result in 5 tera-bytes of data being stored
on disk, and the total storage requirement can be in the
order of peta-bytes when one considers the fact that numerous such simulations have to be performed to reach
meaningful and accurate conclusions. Other scientiﬁc
applications have also similar storage and I/O requirements.
Unfortunately, as far as software – in particular compilers – are concerned, I/O has always been neglected
and received much less attention in the past compared
to other contributors to an application’s execution time,
like CPU computation, memory accesses and inter-CPU
communication. This presents an important problem, not
just because modern large-scale applications have huge
I/O needs, but also the progresses in storage hardware are
not in the scale that can meet these pressing I/O demands.
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Advances in disk technology have enabled the migration
of disk units to 3.5-inch and smaller diameters. In addition, the storage density of disks has grown at an impressive 60 percent annually, historically, and has accelerated
to greater than a 100 percent rate since 1999 [20]. Unfortunately, disk performance has not kept pace with the
growth in disk capacities. As a result, I/O accesses are
among primary bottlenecks in many large applications
that store and manipulate large data sets. Overall, huge
increases in data set sizes combined with slow improvements in disk access latencies motivate for software-level
solutions to the I/O problem. Clearly, this I/O problem
is most pressing in the context of data-intensive scientiﬁc applications, where increasingly larger data sets are
processed.
While there are several ways of improving I/O behavior of a large application, one of the promising approaches has been cutting the number of times the disks
are accessed during execution. This can be achieved at
different layers of the I/O subsystem and be attacked by
using caching which keeps frequently used data in memory (instead of disks) or by restructuring the application code in a way that maximizes data reuse. While
both the approaches have been explored in the past
[2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 21, 24], the severity of the I/O problem
discussed above demands further research. In this paper,
we focus on a compiler-directed code restructuring for
improving I/O performance of large-scale scientiﬁc applications that process disk-resident data sets. A unique
advantage of the compiler is that it can analyze an entire
application code, understand global (application wide)
data and disk access patterns (if data-to-disk mapping is
made available to it), and – based on this understanding – restructure the application code and/or data layout
to achieve the desired performance goal. This is a distinct advantage over pure operating system (OS) based
approaches that employ rigid, application agnostic optimization policies as well as over pure hardware based
techniques that do not have the global (application wide)
data access pattern information. However, our compiler
based approach can also be used along with OS and hardware based schemes, and in fact, we believe that this is
necessary to reach a holistic solution to the growing I/O
problem.
The work presented in this paper is different from prior
studies that explore compiler support for I/O in at least
two aspects. First, our approach can optimize the entire
program code rather than individual, parallel loop-nests,
as has been the case with the prior efforts. That is, as
against to most of the prior work on compiler-directed
I/O optimization, which restructure loops independent of
each other, our approach can restructure the entire application code by capturing the interactions among different loop nests. An advantage of this is that our approach
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does not perform a local (e.g., loop nest based) optimization which is effective for the targeted scope but harmful
globally. However, if desired, our approach can be applied to individual loop nests or functions/subprograms
independently. Second, we also discuss the importance
of ﬁle layout optimization and of adapting to parallel execution. These two extensions are important as 1) the
results with our layout optimization indicate that additional performance savings (7.0% on average) are possible over the case code re-structuring is used alone, and 2)
the results with the multi-CPU extension show that this
extension brings 33.3% improvement on average over the
single-CPU version.
The proposed approach improves I/O performance by
reducing the number of disk accesses through disk reuse
maximization. In this context, disk reuse refers to reusing
the data in a given set of disks as much as possible before
moving to other disks. Our approach restructures the application code, with the help of a polyhedral tool [26],
such that disk reuse is maximized to the extent allowed
by intrinsic data dependencies in the code. We can summarize the major contributions of this paper as follows:
• We present a compiler based disk reuse optimization
technique targeting data intensive scientiﬁc applications.
The proposed approach can be applied at the loop nest
level or whole application level.
• We discuss how the success of our approach can be
increased by modifying the storage layout of data, and
how it can be extended to work under parallel execution.
• We present an experimental evaluation of the proposed approach using seven large scientiﬁc applications.
The results collected so far indicate that our approach
is very successful in maximizing disk reuse, and this in
turn results in large savings in I/O latencies. More specifically, the average I/O improvements brought by the loop
nest based version of our approach are 9.0% and 2.7%,
over the original application codes and the codes optimized using conventional schemes, respectively. Further,
the average improvements obtained when our approach
is applied to the entire application code are 15.0% and
13.5%, over the original application codes and the codes
optimized using conventional schemes, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section explains the disk system architecture assumed by
our compiler. It also presents the key concepts used in the
remainder of the paper. Section 3 gives the mathematical
details behind the proposed compiler-based approach.
Section 4 discusses how our approach can be extended by
taking accounts of the storage layout of data. Section 5
gives an extension to capture the disk access interactions
among the threads of a parallel application. An experimental evaluation of our approach and a comparison with
the conventional data reuse optimization scheme are pre-
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Figure 1: Striping a ﬁle over parallel disks. Striping is
performed at two levels, the ﬁrst of which can be exposed
to and controlled by software.
sented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work and
Section 8 concludes the paper by summarizing its main
contributions and discussing brieﬂy possible future extensions.

2 Disk System Architecture and Importance of Disk Reuse
Figure 1 depicts the disk system architecture targeted by
our work. In many high-performance storage systems
today, there are two levels of striping. The ﬁrst one,
which is at the software level, divides an array into equalsized blocks (stripes) and distributes these blocks across
a number of I/O nodes in a round-robin fashion. The second level of striping occurs at an I/O node level where
the data blocks mapped to an I/O node are further striped
(at a much ﬁner granularity) over the disks managed by
that I/O node (e.g., using one of the RAID schemes [4]).
While this second level of striping is not visible to the
software, the ﬁrst level of striping is; and in fact, many
modern ﬁle systems provide hints that can be used to
query or control some of the striping parameters (e.g.,
the number of I/O nodes to be used for striping data, the
I/O node from which the striping begins, and the size
of a stripe). The compiler-based disk reuse optimization
approach presented in this work focuses on this softwarelevel striping. In our discussion, we assume a single disk
per I/O node, and therefore, we use the terms “I/O node”
and “disk” interchangeably as long as the context is clear.
We also assume that a portion of the main memory
of the computation node is reserved to serve as buffer
(also called cache) for frequently used disk data. If a requested data item is found in this cache, no disk I/O is
performed and this can reduce data access latencies signiﬁcantly. While it is possible to employ several buffer
management schemes, the one used in this work operates
under the LRU policy which replaces the least recently
used stripe when a new block is to be brought in. Selection of the buffer management scheme to employ is
orthogonal to the main focus of this paper. It is impor-
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Figure 2: Different mappings a two-dimensional diskresident array goes through. In the most general case,
the memory layout, ﬁle layout and disk layout for an array can be all different from each other. We use D to
represent a mapping from ﬁle layout to disk layout.
tant to note that all the disks in the system share the same
buffer (in the computation node) to cache their data, and
thus, effective management of this buffer is very critical.
Note also that, in addition to the cache in the computation node, the I/O nodes themselves can also employ
caches. Our optimization target in this paper, however, is
the performance of the cache in the computation node.
Figure 2 shows the mappings a two-dimensional data
array data goes through as far as disk system storage is
concerned. Array data in memory is stored in ﬁle using
some storage order, which may be row-major, columnmajor, or in a blocked fashion. This is called the ﬁle
layout. (Note that this may be different from the memory layout adopted by the underlying programming language. For example, a C array can be stored in ﬁle using
column-major layout as opposed to row-major, which is
the default memory layout for multi-dimensional arrays
in C.) The ﬁle is then striped across the available disks
on the system. Therefore, two data elements which are
neighbors in the memory space can get mapped to separate disks as a result of this series of mappings. Similarly, data blocks that are far apart from each other can
get mapped to the same disk as a result of striping. In
this work, when we use the term “disk-resident array,”
we mean an array that is mapped to the storage system
using these mappings. Note that, while it is also possible
to map multiple data arrays to one ﬁle or one data array
to multiple ﬁles, in this work we consider only one-toone mappings between data arrays and ﬁles. However,
our approach can easily be extended, if desired, to work
with one-to-many or many-to-one mappings as well. Unless otherwise stated, all the data arrays mentioned in this
paper are disk resident.
Let us now discuss why disk reuse is important
and how an optimizing compiler can improve it. The
next section gives the technical details of our proposed
compiler-based approach to improving disk reuse. Recall that disk reuse means using a data in a given set of
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Figure 3: An example access patterns and the corresponding ﬁle layout. We restructure the application code
such that, once a particular ﬁle block (stripe) is accessed,
iterations that access the same block extracted from all
loop nests (L1, L2, and L3) are executed together. Note
that all three loop nests access the same disk-resident array.

disks as much as possible before accessing other disks.
• When disk reuse is improved, the chances of ﬁnding
the requested data in the buffer increases. As a simple
scenario, consider a case in which a given disk resident
array is divided into four stripes and each stripe is stored
on a separate disk. We can expect a very good buffer
performance if the code can be restructured such that accesses to a given disk are clustered together. This is because such a clustering improves chances for catching
data in the buffer at the time of reuse. Figure 3 illustrates this scenario. In this scenario, three different loop
nests (L1, L2, and L3) access a given disk-resident array.
Figure 3 shows which portions of the iteration spaces
of these loop nests access what stripes (we assume 4
stripes). In a default execution, the iteration space can be
traversed in a row-wise fashion. As a result, for example,
when the ﬁrst row of L1 is executed, two stripes are accessed (and they compete for the same buffer in the computation node). In our approach however the iteration
spaces are visited in a buffer-aware fashion. If dependencies allow, we ﬁrst execute the chunks (marked using
*) from L1, L2, and L3 (one after another). Note that all
these chunks (iterations) use the same stripe (and therefore achieve a very good data reuse in the buffer). After
these, the chunks marked ** are executed, and these are
followed by the chunks marked ***, and so on.
• Since our approach clusters disk accesses to a small
set of disks at any given time (and maximizes the number
of unused disks), in a storage system that accommodates
power-saving features, unused disks can be placed into
a low-power operating mode [25, 30, 40]. However, in
this paper we do not quantify the power beneﬁts of our
approach.
As mentioned earlier, our work focuses on I/O inten-
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/* Open ﬁles, U , V , and W */
MPI File open (· · ·, U , &fh U, · · ·);
MPI File open (· · ·, V , &fh V, · · ·);
MPI File open (· · ·, W , &fh W, · · ·);
/* Loop on horizontal ﬁle block */
for ii=1, R, 1 {
/* Read next block of matrix U */
MPI File read (fh U, · · ·);
/* Loop on vertical ﬁle block */
for jj=1, R, 1 {
/* Read next block of matrix V */
MPI File read (fh V, · · ·);
/* actual matrix product */
for i=1, N , 1
for j=1, N , 1
for k=1, N , 1
W [i, j] += U [i, k] * V [k, j];
/* Write block of W */
MPI File write (fh W, · · ·);
}
}
/* close all open ﬁles */
MPI File close( &fh U );
MPI File close( &fh V );
MPI File close( &fh W );

for i=1, N × R, 1
for j=1, N × R, 1
for k=1, N × R, 1
W [i, j] += U [i, k] * V [k, j];

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) A matrix multiplication code written in
MPI-IO that operates on disk resident arrays. In this example code, each ﬁle is divided into R × R blocks and
each block has N × N elements. (b) The corresponding
simpliﬁed version that omits the ﬁle I/O commands and
highlights computation.
sive applications that process disk resident arrays. The
application codes we target are written in MPI-IO [33],
which is the part of the MPI library [12] that handles ﬁle
I/O related activities. MPI-IO allows synchronous and
asynchronous ﬁle reads and writes as well as a large set
of collective ﬁle operations. Figure 4(a) shows an MPIIO code fragment that performs matrix multiplication on
disk resident arrays. For clarity reasons, in our discussion, we omit the MPI-IO commands and represent such
a code as shown in Figure 4(b). That is, all the code fragments discussed in this paper are assumed to have the
corresponding ﬁle I/O commands.

3 Mathematical Details
To capture disk accesses and optimize them, we use polyhedral algebra based on Presburger Arithmetic. Presburger formulas are made of arithmetic and logic connectives and existential (∃) and universal (∀) quantiﬁers.
In our context, we used them to capture and enumerate
loop iterations that exhibit disk access locality. We use
the term disk map to capture a particular set of disks (I/O
nodes) in the system. For a storage system with T disks,
we use Λ = λ1 λ2 λ3 · · · λT to indicate a disk map. As an
example, if T = 4, λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 = 0110 represents a subset
(of disks) that includes only the second and third disks,
whereas 1110 speciﬁes a subset that includes all disks
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disk has a single stripe). Assume further that, for the sake
of illustration, we have a single loop i that iterates from
1 to K − 2 and uses two references, U [i] and U [i + 2], to
access this disk-resident array. In this case, we have:
Q1100

= {ξ | [1 ≤ ξ ≤ K − 2]
∧{[1 ≤ ξ ≤ K/2] ∨ [1 ≤ ξ + 2 ≤ K/2]}}
= {ξ

Figure 5: An example that shows three disk locality sets,
their independent locality sets, and an LSG. Each independent LSG in the middle corresponds each disk locality set on the left. Edges in the independent LSGs represent the dependencies between the nodes. The LSG
on the right is generated by combining each independent
LSG taking accounts of dependencies.
except the last one. Assuming that array–to–disk mapping (e.g., such as one shown in Figure 2) is exposed to
the compiler, the compiler can set up a relationship between the loop iterations in an application and the disks
in the storage system the corresponding (accessed) array elements are stored. For example, if array reference
U [i+1] appears in a loop with iterator i, for a given value
of i we can determine the disk that stores the corresponding array element (U [i + 1]).
We deﬁne disk locality set as a set of loop iterations
– which may belong to any loop nest in the application
code – that access the set of disks represented by the
same disk map. Mathematically, for a given disk map Λ,
we can deﬁne the corresponding disk locality set (QΛ )
as:
 ∈ Λ}},
QΛ = {ξ | ξ ∈ I ∧ {∃R ∈ R such that D(R(ξ))
where I represents the set of all loop iterations (coming from all nests) in the program; ξ is a particular loop
iteration; R represents the set of all references to diskresident arrays; R(.) is a reference (a mapping from the
loop iterations to the data elements), and D(.) is a disk
mapping (striping) function, which maps the data elements to the disks in the system. We use expression
 ∈ Λ to indicate that the data element accessed
D(R(ξ))
 is mapped to one of disks in the set represented
via R(ξ)
by disk map Λ.
Let us give an example to illustrate the disk locality set
concept. Assume that a disk-resident array U of size K
is striped over 4 disks with a stripe of size K/4 (i.e., each
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| 1 ≤ ξ ≤ K/2 − 2},

which gives us the set of iterations that access only the
ﬁrst two disks. (Note that, the {[1 ≤ ξ ≤ K/2] ∨ [1 ≤
ξ + 2 ≤ K/2]} part is due to two references to array U ,
and since the loop nest has only a single loop, we use ξ

instead of ξ.)
An important characteristic of the iterations that belong to the same QΛ is that they exhibit a certain degree
of locality as far as disks are concerned. As a result, if,
somehow, we can transform the application code and execute iterations that belong to the same QΛ successively,
we can improve disk reuse (as in the case illustrated in
Figure 3). However, this is not very trivial in practice
because of two reasons. First, the inter-iteration data dependencies in the application code may not allow such an
ordering, i.e., we may not be able to restructure the code
for disk reuse and (at the same time) maintain its original
semantics. Second, even if such an ordering is legal from
the viewpoint of data dependencies, it is not clear how it
can be obtained, i.e., what type of code restructuring can
be applied to obtain the desired ordering. More speciﬁcally, it is not clear whether the transformation (code restructuring) requested for clustering accesses to a subset
of disks can be obtained using a combination of wellknown transformations such as loop fusion, loop permutation, and iteration space tiling [36]. From a compiler
angle, there is nothing much to do for the ﬁrst reason.
But, for the second one, polyhedral algebra can be of
help, which is investigated in the rest of the paper.
Suppose, for now, that the application code we have
has no dependencies (we will drop this assumption
shortly). In this case, we may be able to improve disk
reuse (and the performance of the buffer in the computation node) using the following two-step procedure:
• For any given Λ, execute iterations in the QΛ set
consecutively, and
• In moving from QΛ to QΛ , select Λ such that the
Hamming Distance between Λ and Λ is minimum when
all possible Λ s are considered.
The ﬁrst item above helps us have good disk reuse by
executing the iterations that belong to the subset of disks
represented by a given disk map. The second item, on
the other hand, helps us minimize the number of disks
whose status (i.e., being used or not being used) has to be
changed as we move from executing the iterations in QΛ
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to executing the iterations in QΛ . As a result, by applying these two rules repeatedly, one can traverse the entire
iteration space in a disk-reuse efﬁcient manner, and this
in turn helps improve the performance of the buffer.
However, real I/O-intensive applications typically
have lots of data dependencies and, thus, the simple approach explained above will not sufﬁce in practice. We
now discuss how the compiler can capture the dependencies that occur across the different disk locality sets.
We start by observing that the iterations in a given
disk locality set QΛ can have data dependencies amongst
themselves. We consider a partitioning (such a partitioning can be obtained using the Omega library [26] or
similar polyhedral tools) of QΛ into subsets QΛ,1 , QΛ,2 ,
· · ·, QΛ,s such that QΛ,i ∩ QΛ,j = ∅ for any i and j,
QΛ,1 ∪ QΛ,2 ∪ · · · ∪ QΛ,s = QΛ , and for any i and j, all
data dependencies are either from QΛ,i to QΛ,j or from
QΛ,j to QΛ,i . The ﬁrst two of these constraints indicate
that the subsets are disjoint and collectively cover all the
iterations in QΛ , and the last constraint speciﬁes that, as
far as QΛ is concerned, the iterations in any QΛ,i can
be executed successively without any need of executing
an iteration from the set QΛ − QΛ,i . That is, when we
start executing the ﬁrst iteration in QΛ,i , all the remaining iterations in QΛ,i can be executed one after another
(of course, these iterations can have dependencies among
themselves). We refer to any such subset QΛ,i of QΛ as
the “independent disk locality set,” or the “independent
set” for short. As an example, Figure 5 shows three locality sets (on the left) and the corresponding independent locality sets (in the middle). The ﬁrst locality set
in this example contains four independent locality sets,
and these independent locality sets are connected to each
other using three dependence edges. In our approach,
independent locality sets are the building blocks for the
main – graph based – data structure used by the compiler
for disk reuse optimization.
This graph, called the “locality set graph” or LSG for
short, can be deﬁned as LSG=(V , E) where each element of V represents an independent disk locality set,
and the edges in E capture the dependencies between
the elements of V . In other words, an LSG has the QΛ,i
sets as its nodes and the dependencies among them as its
edges. The right portion of Figure 5 shows an example
LSG. The question then is to schedule the nodes of the
LSG while preserving the data dependency constraints
between the nodes. What we mean by “scheduling” in
this context is determining an order at which the nodes
of the graph will be visited (during execution). Clearly,
we want to determine such a schedule at compile time
and execute it at runtime, and the goal of this scheduling should be minimizing the Hamming Distance as we
move from one independent set to another. For the example LSG in Figure 5, we show in Figure 6 two legal
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Figure 6: An example LSG (a) and two legal schedules (b
and c). The order of the schedule (c) is determined based
on minimum Hamming Distance, thereby exhibiting less
number of disk state changes.

(dependence preserving) schedules. Note that the total
(across all time steps) Hamming Distance for the ﬁrst
schedule (in Figure 6(b)) is 28, whereas that for the second one (in Figure 6(c)) is 15. Therefore, we can expect
the second one to result in a better disk buffer reuse than
the ﬁrst one.
However, we note that a given LSG may not always
be schedulable as it is. This is because it can have cycles
involving a subset of its nodes. Consider for example
the example LSG shown in Figure 7(a). This LSG has
two cycles, and it is not possible to determine a schedule for it. In order to convert a non-schedulable LSG
to a schedulable one, we somehow have to break all the
cycles it contains. But, before explaining how this can
be done, we want to discuss brieﬂy the reasons for the
cycles in an LSG. There are two reasons for cycles in a
given LSG. First, for a given QΛ , there can be a cycle
formed by its independent sets (the QΛ,i s) only. Second, the independent sets coming from the different disk
locality sets can collectively form a cycle, i.e., two independent disk locality sets such as QΛ,i and QΛ ,j can
involve in the same cycle, where Λ = Λ .
If an LSG has one or more cycles, we need to ﬁnd a
way of eliminating those cycles before the LSG can be
scheduled for improving disk reuse. In the rest of this
section, we discuss our solution to this issue. It can be
observed that there are at least two ways of removing
a cycle from a cyclic LSG. First, the nodes that are involved in the cycle can be combined into a single node.
This technique is called node merging in this paper, and
is illustrated in Figures 7(b) and (c), for the cyclic LSG
in Figure 7(a). Note that, when the nodes are merged, the
iterations in the combined node can be executed in an or-
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Figure 7: Application of node merging (a through c) and
that of node splitting (d through f). In each case, the
nodes selected for applying node merging and splitting
are shown in black color, while the affected nodes are
shown in white color.

der that respect data dependencies. The second technique
that can be used for breaking cycles is node splitting (see
Figures 7(d) through (f)). While these techniques can
be used to convert a non-schedulable LSG to a schedulable one, each has a potential problem we need to be
aware of. (clearly, one can also use a combination of
node merging and node splitting to remove cycles.) A
consequence of node merging is that the corresponding
iteration execution may not be very good, as the two successively executed iterations (from the combined node)
can access different set of disks. (note that the disk map
of the merged node is the bitwise-OR of the disk maps of
the involved nodes.) That is, the potential cost of eliminating cycles is a degradation in disk reuse. Node splitting on the other hand has a different problem. It needs
to be noted that not all splittings can help us eliminate
the cycles in a given LSG. In other words, one needs to
be careful in deciding which iterations to place into each
of the resulting sub-nodes so that the cyclic dependence
at hand can be broken. Determination of these iterations
may not be very trivial in practice, but is doable using
automated compiler analysis supported by a polyhedral
tool. Also, after splitting, the disk maps of the resulting nodes can be determined based on the loop iterations
they contain. It is to be observed that node splitting in
general also increases the code size as we typically need
a separate nest for each node in the LSG.
Our preliminary experience with these two techniques
showed that in general node splitting is preferable over
node merging, mainly because the latter can lead to signiﬁcant losses in disk reuse, depending on the application code being optimized. Therefore, in our analysis
below, we restrict our discussion to node splitting only.
However, as mentioned above, code size can be an is-
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sue with node splitting, and hence, we keep the number of splittings at minimum. So, the problem now becomes one of determining the minimum number of nodes
to split that makes the LSG cycle free. We start by noting that splitting a node, if done successfully, has the
same effect as that of removing a node (and the arrows
incident on it) from the graph. That is, as far as removing cyclic dependencies is concerned, node splitting and
node removal are interchangeable. Fortunately, this latter problem (removing the minimum number of nodes
from a graph to make it cycle free) has been studied in
the past extensively and is known as the “feedback vertex set” problem [8]. Karp was the ﬁrst one to show that
this problem is NP-complete on directed graphs; but it
is known today that the undirected version is also NPcomplete. Moreover, the problem remains NP-complete
for directed graphs with no in-degree or out-degree exceeding 2, and also for planar directed graphs with no
in-degree or out-degree exceeding 3. Fortunately, there
exist several heuristic algorithms proposed in the literature for the feedback vertex set problem. In this work,
we use the heuristic discussed in [7]. Since the details of
this heuristic are beyond the scope of this paper, we do
not discuss them.
As an example, Figure 8(a) gives a sample LSG. Figure 8(b) highlights the node selected by the heuristic in
[7], and Figure 8(c) gives the pruned LSG. Note that
splitting the node identiﬁed by [7] eliminates both the
cycles. Figure 8(d) on the other hand shows the LSG
after node splitting, which is cycle free. It is important
to note that, while node removal and splitting obviously
result in different LSGs, their effects on the schedulability of a given graph are similar; that is, both of them
make a given cyclic graph schedulable. In particular, the
set of nodes returned by the heuristic in [7] is the set of
minimum nodes that need to be considered for splitting
(though, as explained below, in some cases we may consider more nodes for potential split). Based on this discussion, Figure 10 gives the algorithm used by our compiler for restructuring a given code for improving disk
reuse. This algorithm starts by building the initial LSG
for the input code. This LSG can contain cycles, and
hence, we next invoke procedure remove cycles(.) to obtain a cycle free LSG. While this step uses the heuristic
approach in [7], it needs to do some other things as well,
as explained below.
In the rest of this section, we discuss details of our
node splitting strategy. Once a node is identiﬁed (using
the heuristic in [7]) as a potential candidate for splitting,
our approach checks whether it can be split satisfactorily. What is meant by “satisfactorily” in this context is
that, although in theory we can always a split a node into
two or more nodes, the one we are looking for has the
properties explained below.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 8: (a) An example LSG. (b) The node selected by
the algorithm in [7] for eliminating cycles. (c) The graph
after the cycles have been eliminated. (d) The graph after
the node detected by the algorithm in [7] is split into two
nodes.
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Figure 9: (a) An example LSG. (b) Details of dependencies of the LSG. The node N1 contains the iterations i1
through i3 whereas the node N2 contains the iterations
i4 through i6. (c) Detailed view after splitting. (d) The
graph after splitting. In (b), iterations i4 and i6 are the
iterations that have incoming dependence from the node
N1, the iteration i5, on the other hand, is the iteration that
has outgoing dependence edge to the node N1.
Assume that QΛ is the node to be split. Let GI be the
set of nodes from which there are dependencies to node
QΛ . That is, for each member, QΛ , of GI , there is at
least a dependence from QΛ to QΛ . Assume further that
GO is the set of nodes to which we have dependencies
from node QΛ . In other words, we have a dependence
from QΛ to each node, QΛ , of GO . Suppose now that
QΛ is split into two sub-nodes: QΛa and QΛb . We call
this split “satisfactory” if all of the following three conditions are satisﬁed after the split:
• No dependency goes from any QΛ ∈ GI to QΛb . In
other words, all the original in-coming dependencies of
QΛ are directed to QΛa .
• No dependency goes from QΛb to any QΛ ∈ GO .
In other words, all the original out-going dependencies
of QΛ are directed from QΛb .
• No dependency exists between QΛa and QΛb .
We say that cycle in question is removed (if the removal of QΛ is sufﬁcient to remove the cycle; otherwise,
the other nodes in the cycle, which is detected by the algorithm in [7], have to be visited), if the three conditions
above are satisﬁed. It needs to be emphasized that, pre-
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cisely speaking, the last condition above is not always
necessary. However, if there exist dependencies between
QΛa and QΛb , it is possible that we still have cycle(s) in
the LSG due to QΛ , depending on the direction of these
dependencies. Enforcing the last condition, along with
the others, ensures that the cyclic dependencies are removed completely. Figure 9 illustrates an example LSG.
Figure 9(a) shows an original LSG in coarse grain and
(b) illustrates the dependencies between the two nodes of
this LSG in ﬁne grain. Assuming that the bottom node
has been selected for removal (ultimately one of possible nodes to be split) by the heuristic in [7], Figures 9(c)
and (d) show the result of splitting LSG in ﬁne grain and
coarse grain, respectively. As an another example, Figure 8(d) shows the split version of the LSG in Figure 8(a).
Note that, due to the third condition above, our approach
may need to look at more nodes than ones determined by
the heuristic described in [7]. We also need to mention
that, in our implementation, these three conditions listed
above are checked using the Omega library [26].

4 File Layout Modiﬁcation
So far in our discussion we considered only data access
pattern restructuring for improving disk reuse. It is to be
noted however that data layout on disks can also play an
important role as far as disk reuse is concerned. Specifically, a different ﬁle layout can lead to a different disk
layout which can in turn lead to a different amount of
disk reuse. Let us consider the following code fragment:
for i=1,N ,1
for j=1,N ,1
U [i, j] = f (V [j, i]);
In this code fragment, two disk-resident arrays are accessed (as mentioned earlier, we do not show explicit I/O
statements). While one of these is accessed in row wise,
the second one is traversed column wise. Consequently,
storing both the arrays in the same fashion in ﬁle (e.g.,
as shown in Figure 2) may not be the best option since
such a storage will not be able to take advantage of disk
reuse for the second array as its data access pattern and
ﬁle storage pattern would not match. Now, consider the
ﬁle layout transformation depicted in Figure 11. If this
transformation is applied to the second array (V ) in the
code fragment above, we can expect better disk reuse.
The important question to address is to select the mapping that maximizes disk reuse. We start by noting that
the search space is very large for potential ﬁle layout
transformations, as there are many ways of transforming a ﬁle layout. However, our experience with diskintensive scientiﬁc applications and our preliminary experiments suggest that we can restrict the potential map-
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MAX — maximum number of node splitting operations allowed;
QΛ — disk locality sets;
dep(i, j) — returns TRUE if dependence between QΛ,i and QΛ,j exists;
H(QΛ,i , QΛ,j ) — returns Hamming distance between QΛ,i and QΛ,j ;
V S — set of QΛ,i s that are ready to schedule;
QΛ,x — last scheduled locality set;

ple, the ﬁle layout mapping shown in Figure 11 can be
expressed using the transformation matrix


0 1
.
P =
1 0

procedure build LSG() {
for each QΛ,i {
build independent disk locality sets;
}
for any two subsets QΛ,i and QΛ,j ∈ QΛ {
if (dep(i, j) == TRUE) add edge between two nodes, QΛ,i and QΛ,j ;
}
}

Note that, for an m-dimensional disk-resident array, P
is m × m. (for example, elements on (i, j) data space
is mapped to (j, i) as a result of applying the P matrix
shown above to a two-dimensional array.)
It is to be noted, however, that the decision for selection of a permutation should be made carefully by considering all the statements that access the array in question. This is because different statements in the application code can access the same disk-resident array using
entirely different access patterns, and a layout transformation that does not consider all of them may end up
with one that is not good when considered globally. Our
ﬁle layout selection algorithm is a proﬁle based one. In
this approach, the application code is proﬁled by instrumenting it and attaching a set of counters to each disk
resident array. For an m-dimensional array, we have
m! + 1 counters, each keeping the number of times a particular ﬁle layout is preferred (note that the total number of possible dimension permutations is m! and one
additional counter is used for representing other ﬁle layout preferences such as diagonal layouts, for which we
do not perform any optimization). In this work, we implement only dimension permutation because other ﬁle
layouts such as diagonal layouts or blocked layouts are
hardly uniform across all execution. Therefore, we do
not take any actions for such layouts. At the end of
proﬁling, the layout preference with the largest counter
value is selected as the ﬁle layout for that array. Figure 12 gives the pseudo code for our ﬁle layout selection
algorithm. As an example, let us assume that there are
three loop nests (with the same number of iterations) accessing the same data array stored in a ﬁle. Assume further that the proﬁling reveals that the ﬁrst and third loop
nests exhibit column-major access pattern whereas the
second loop nest exhibits row-major access pattern. As
the column-major ﬁle layout is preferred more (that is,
it will have a higher counter value), we select the corresponding permutation matrix and convert the ﬁle layout
accordingly.

procedure remove cycles() {
split count = 0;
while (split count < MAX) {
apply node splitting;
split count++;
}
}
procedure schedule LSG() {
V S = ∅;
for each QΛ,i ∈ LSG {
if (QΛ,i has no parents || ∀ parents of QΛ,i has been scheduled) {
V S = V S ∪ QΛ,i ;
}
}
while (V S = ∅) {
select QΛ,y ∈ V S such that H(QΛ,x , QΛ,y ) is minimum;
schedule the selected QΛ,y ;
LSG = LSG - QΛ,y ; /* remove QΛ,y from LSG; */
/* update V S */
V S = V S - QΛ,y ;
set QΛ,x to QΛ,y ; /* update last scheduled locality set */
}
}
main() {
call build LSG();
if (exits cycles in LSG)
call remove cycles();
while (LSG = ∅) {
call schedule LSG();
}
}

Figure 10: Compiler algorithm for scheduling a given
code to increase disk reuse. Our algorithm starts by
building the LSG and then removes the cycles in the
graph if there are any. After obtaining cycle-free LSG,
we schedule each node in the graph such that the next
node scheduled has the minimum Hamming Distance
from the current node. Note that, if desired, this algorithm can be applied to smaller code segments (e.g., a
loop nest) as well, instead of the whole program.

pings to dimension permutations. What we mean by “dimension permutation” in this context is reindexing the
dimensions of the disk resident array. As an example,
restricting ourselves to dimension re-indexings, a threedimensional disk-resident array can have 6 different ﬁle
layouts. Let us use D = DP to represent the disk
mapping function when ﬁle layout modiﬁcation is considered, where D is the original disk mapping function
discussed earlier in Section 3 and P is a permutation matrix (that implements dimension re-indexing). For exam-
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5 Parallel Execution
It is also important to study disk reuse under parallel execution. An important challenge in this case is to coordinate the disk accesses coming from multiple threads.
We note that, even if the disk accesses from individual
threads exhibit disk reuse, this does not necessarily mean
that the overall execution will have disk reuse. The example in Figure 13 shows a scenario with two threads.
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Original File Layout



Transformed File Layout







 

Figure 11: Converting ﬁle layout of a two-dimensional
disk resident array. In this example, the original ﬁle layout in row-major order is transformed into the layout in
column-major order.
N — number of arrays;
Ui — accessed arrays, where 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;
Di — original disk mapping for array Ui ;
Dim[i] — dimension of array Ui ;
Pn — group of permutation matrices;
for i = 1 to N {
Dim[i] = dimension of array Ui ;
}
C[i][Dim[i]!+1]; /* counters for each array, Ui , for proﬁling */
/* perform proﬁling */
for each array Ui {
for each statement accessing Ui {
detect the ﬁle layout of accessing Ui ;
select Pj for the determined ﬁle layout; /* Pj is jth entry of Pn */
C[i][j]++; /* increase corresponding counters */
}
}
for each array Ui {
select Pj that has the highest C[i][j] value;
apply Di = Di Pj ; /* transform ﬁle layouts */
}

Figure 12: Compiler algorithm for transforming ﬁle layouts to improve disk reuse. Our algorithm is based on
proﬁling that reveals the most desirable access patterns
for each array across all statements within a program.

Assuming the LSGs shown in Figure 13(a), a possible
scheduling is given in Figure 13(b). The overall disk
reuse (when considering both the thread) in this case is
not very good, though scheduling for each thread exhibits
high reuse when considered alone. We now consider the
alternate scheduling illustrated in Figure 13(c). In this
scheduling, the overall disk reuse is very good, which
is achieved by scheduling the node in individual thread
such that, when both threads execute the selected nodes
(at the same scheduling step), the number of disks used
is minimized. Note that, within a thread, a node that is
scheduled next is chosen based on the minimum Hamming Distance. By adapting this schedule, we do not
have any scheduling step in Figure 13(c) that uses all four
disks at the same time, whereas, in Figure 13(b), steps 1
and 4 have full usage of all disks, which is not good as
far as the buffer (cache) utilization is concerned.
Our scheduling algorithm for an architecture with P
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Figure 13: (a) LSGs for two threads of the same application. (b-c) Two legal schedules. The last columns in
(b-c) are the disk status two threads, which are obtained
by bitwise-ORing the disk status of two threads.
processors and D disks is given in Figure 14. This algorithm takes the LSGs as input, and determines, for each
thread, the schedule of the nodes considering the global
(inter-thread) usage of the disks. It uses a D-bit global
variable G to represent the current usage of the disks. It
schedules a node that is ready to be scheduled for each
thread that ﬁnishes its current task. At each step, the
algorithm ﬁrst tries to schedule the node whose disk requirement can be satisﬁed with the set of disks currently
being used. If multiple nodes satisfy this criterion, we select the one that requires the maximum number of disks
to make full utilization of the currently used disks. If
such a node does not exist, our algorithm schedules the
node whose tag is the closest (in terms of Hamming Distance) to G, the bit pattern that represents the current
disk usage (i.e., the disk usage at that particular point
in scheduling). This is to minimize the number of disks
whose (active/idle) states need to be changed. We want
to mention that, since each node may have different execution latency it is possible that the targeted disk reuse
(across threads) may not always be achieved. However,
we can expect the resulting disk reuse (and buffer performance) to be better than what a random (but legal)
scheduling would achieve.
Before moving to the discussion of our experimental
results, we want to point out the tradeoff between disk
reuse and performance. The parallel version of our approach tries to maximize the disk reuse, and this in turn
tends to attract the accesses to a small set of disks. Consequently, in theory, this can lead to performance problems, as the effective disk parallelism is reduced. While
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P — number of processors;
D — number of disks available;
G — global disk usage map with D bits;
QΛ — disk locality sets;
H(QΛ,i ) — returns Hamming distance between QΛ,i and G;
V S[i] — set of QΛ,i s that are ready to schedule in processor i;
LSG[i] — LSG for each processor i;

Table 1: System parameters.
Parameter

procedure schedule LSG P() {
for i = 1 to P {
/* ﬁnd schedulable QΛ,j from each processor i */
V S[i] = ∅;
/* init each V S[i] of processor i */
for each QΛ,j ∈ LSG(i) {
if (QΛ,j has no parents || ∀ parents of QΛ,j has been scheduled) {
V S[i] = V S[i] ∪ QΛ,j ;
}
}
}
/* schedule all QΛ,j ∈ V S[k] */
while (V S[k] ! = ∅) {
for each processor k {
select QΛ,i ∈ V S[k] such that it requires the maximum number of
disks to fully utilize the currently used disks, or H(QΛ,i ) is minimum;
schedule the selected QΛ,i ;
LSG(k) = LSG(k) - QΛ,i ; /* remove QΛ,i from LSG(k); */
V S[k] = V S[k] - QΛ,i ;
update G by bitwise-ORing with Λ of QΛ,i ;
}
}
}
main() {
/* build LSG for a code assigned to each processor */
for i = 1 to P {
call build LSG();
if (LSG has cycle(s)) {
call remove cycles();
}
}

CPU

Value

Model
Intel P4
Clock Frequency
2.6 GHz
Memory System
Model
Rambus DRAM
Buffer Capacity
1 GB
Disk System
Number of I/O Nodes
8
Data Striping
Uses all 8 I/O nodes
Stripe Size
64 KB
Interface
ATA
Storage Capacity/Disk
40 GB
RPM
10,000
Interconnect
Model
Ethernet
Bandwidth
100 Mbps

6.1 Setup

We performed our experiments using a platform which
includes MPI-IO [33] on top of the PVFS parallel ﬁle
system [27]. PVFS is a parallel ﬁle system that stripes
ﬁle data across multiple disks in different nodes in a cluster. It accommodates multiple user interfaces which include MPI-IO, traditional Linux interface, and the native
PVFS library interface. In all our experiments, we used
the MPI-IO interface. Table 1 gives the values of our
major experiment parameters. We want to emphasize
however that later we present results from our sensitivity analysis where we change the default values of some
of the important parameters.
For each benchmark in our experimental suite, we performed experiments with different versions:
• Base Scheme: This represents the original code without any data locality optimization.
• Conventional Locality Optimization (CLO): This
represents a conventional data locality optimization technique that employs loop restructuring. It is not designed
for I/O, and does not take disk layout into account. The
speciﬁc data reuse optimizations used include loop interchange, loop fusion, iteration tiling and unrolling. This
version in a sense represents the state-of-the-art as far as
data locality optimization is concerned.
• Disk Reuse Optimization – Loop Based (DRO-L):
This is our approach applied at a loop nest level; i.e.,
each loop nest is optimized in isolation.
• Disk Reuse Optimization – Whole Program Based
(DRO-WP): This is our approach applied at a whole program level.

We implemented our compiler algorithm using the SUIF
infrastructure [13]. Our disk reuse optimization increased compilation times of the original applications by
about 55% on average (the largest compilation time when
our optimization is applied was 87 seconds). When the
ﬁle layout optimization is enabled, the largest compilation time jumped to 116 seconds. Extension for parallelism added another 9 seconds on average.

All the versions use the MPI-IO interface [33] of
PVFS [27] for performing disk I/O. Note that both DROL and DRO-WP are the different versions of our approach, and CLO represents the state-of-the-art as far as
optimizing data locality is concerned. The reason that
we make experiments with the DRO-L and DRO-WP
versions separately is to see how much additional beneﬁts one can obtain by going beyond the loop nest level

}

initialize G by setting all bits to 0;
while (exists (∀i, LSG[i] ! = ∅)) {
call schedule LSG P();
}

Figure 14: Compiler algorithm for scheduling parallel
execution of a given code to increase disk reuse. We use
the same procedures given in Figure 10 for building LSG
and removing cycles.
this negative impact has already been accounted for in
our experiments (discussed in the next section), we observed that its magnitude is not very high. However, this
magnitude is typically a function of the application access pattern and disk system parameters as well, and further studies are needed to reach better evaluations.

6 Experiments
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Table 2: Our applications.
Application
Name
sar
hf
apsi
wupwise
e elem
astro
contour

Brief
Data Set Disk I/O
Total
Description
Size (GB) Time (sec) Time (sec)
Synthetic Aperture Radar Kernel
21.1
64.6
101.4
Hartree-Fock Method
53.6
98.3
173.6
Pollutant Distribution Modeling
49.9
101.2
238.7
Physics/Quantum Chromo-dynamics
27.9
270.3
404.7
Finite Element Electromagnetic Modeling
66.2
99.2
191.9
Analysis of Astronomical Data
58.3
171.6
276.4
Contour Displaying
58.7
198.6
338.4

in optimizing for I/O. In addition to these versions, we
also implemented and conducted experiments with the
ﬁle layout optimization scheme discussed in Section 4
and with the parallel version of our approach explained
in Section 5.
The unit of buffer (cache) management in our implementation is a data block, and its size is the same as that
of a stripe. The set of applications used in this study is
given in Table 2. These applications are collected from
different sources and their common characteristic is that
they are disk-intensive. apsi and wupwise are similar to
their Spec2000 counterparts [14], except that they operate on disk-resident data. The second column brieﬂy
explains each benchmark, and the third column gives the
total (disk resident) data set size processed by each application. The fourth and ﬁfth columns give the disk
I/O times and total execution times, respectively, under
the base scheme explained above. Note that both the
base version and the CLO version are already optimized
for buffer usage. In addition, the CLO version is optimized for data locality using conventional techniques, as
explained above. Therefore, the performance improvements brought by our approaches (DRO-L and DROWP) over these schemes (base and CLO) are due to the
code re-ordering we apply. We also see from Table 2
that the contribution of disk I/O times to overall execution times varies between 42.4% and 63.7%, averaging
on 57.4%. Therefore, reducing disk I/O times can be
very useful in practice. In the remainder of this section,
we present and discuss the performance improvements
brought by our approach. The disks I/O time savings and
overall execution time savings presented below are with
respect to the fourth and ﬁfth columns of Table 2, respectively.

6.2 Results
We start by presenting the percentage improvements in
disk I/O times brought by the three optimized versions
explained above. The results shown in Figure 15 indicate
that the average improvements brought by CLO, DRO-L
and DRO-WP over the base scheme are 10.4%, 16.1%
and 23.9%, respectively. Overall, we see that, while
DRO-L performs better than CLO, by 6.3% on average,
the best savings are obtained – for all benchmarks tested
– with the DRO-WP version, on average, 15.0% and
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9.3% over CLO and DRO-L, respectively, meaning that
going beyond a single loop nest is important in maximizing the buffer performance. While these improvements
in disk I/O times are important, we also need to look at
the savings in overall execution times, which include the
computation times as well. These results are presented in
Figure 16 and show that the average improvements with
the CLO, DRO-L and DRO-WP versions are 5.9%, 9.0%
and 13.5%, respectively. To better explain how our approach achieves much more performance improvements
over conventional data reuse optimization, we present in
Figure 17 the average number of times a given data block
is visited under the different schemes (that is, how many
times a given data block (on average) is brought from
disks to cache). We observe that this number is much
lower with the DRO-WP version, explaining the additional performance beneﬁts it brings. In fact, on average,
the number of disk traversals per block is 3.9 and 2.1
with the base version and DRO-WP, respectively.
Sensitivity Analysis. In this section, we study the
sensitivity of our performance savings to several parameters. A critical parameter of interest is the buffer (cache)
size. Recall that the default buffer size used in our experimental evaluation so far was 1GB. The graph in Figure 18 gives the results using different buffer sizes. Each
point in this graph represents the average value (performance improvement in overall execution time), for a
given version, when all seven benchmarks are considered. As expected, the performance gains brought by our
approach get reduced when increasing the buffer size.
However, even with the largest buffer size we used, the
average improvement we have (with the DRO-WP version) is about 6.7%, underlining the importance of disk
reuse optimization for better performance. Considering
the fact that data set sizes of disk-intensive applications
keep continuously increasing, one can expect the disk
reuse based approach to be more effective in the future.
To elaborate on this issue further, we also performed experiments with larger data sets. Recall that the third column of Table 2 gives the data set sizes used in our experiments so far. Figure 19 gives the average performance
improvements, for 1GB and 4GB buffer sizes and two
sets of inputs. SMALL refers to the default dataset sizes
given in Table 2, and LARGE refers to larger datasets,
which are 38.2GB, 66.3GB, 82.1GB, 38.0GB, 88.1GB,
73.7GB, and 81.8GB for sar, hf, apsi, wupwise, e elem,
astro and contour, respectively. We see that our approach
performs better with larger data set sizes. This is because
a larger data set puts more pressure on the buffer, which
makes effective utilization of buffer even more critical.
The next parameter we study is the stripe size, which
can also be changed using a PVFS call when creating the
ﬁle. The performance improvement results with different
stripe sizes are presented in Figure 20. Our observation is
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Figure 15: Performance improvements in I/O times.







 



 





Figure 16: Performance improvements in overall execution times.
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Figure 18: Sensitivity to the buffer
size.















  

 























Comparison with I/O Prefetching. We next compare our approach to prefetching. The speciﬁc prefetch
implementation we use is inspired by TIP [24], a hintbased I/O prefetching scheme. The graph in Figure 21
presents, for each benchmark, three results: prefetching
alone, DRO-WP alone, and the two technique combined.
We see from these results that the best performance
improvements are achieved using both prefetching and
code restructuring. This is because these two optimization techniques are in a sense orthogonal to each other.
Speciﬁcally, while core restructuring tries to reduce I/O
latencies by improving buffer performance, prefetching
tries to hide I/O latencies. While it is also possible to integrate these two optimizations better (rather than applying one after another), we postpone exploring this option
to a future study.
Impact of File Layout Optimization. Recall from
Section 4 that ﬁle layout optimization (which impacts
the layout of data on the disks as well) can help our approach improve disk reuse further. To quantify this, we







 



 

Figure 19: Sensitivity to the input
size.

that the DRO-WP version generates the best results with
all stripe sizes tested. We also see that the performance
savings are higher with smaller stripe sizes. This can be
explained as follows. The disk reuse is not very good in
the original codes (the base scheme) with smaller stripe
sizes, and since the savings shown are normalized with
respect to the original codes, we observe large savings.
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Figure 17: Average number of
fetches per block. Each bar represents how many times a given block
is brought to buffer cache.
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Figure 20: Sensitivity to the stripe
size.

performed another set of experiments, whose results are
presented in Figure 22 when the whole program is optimized. We see that, except for one benchmark, layout
optimization improves the effectiveness of our code restructuring approach. The average additional improvement it brings is about 7%. We observe that the ﬁle layout optimization could not ﬁnd much opportunity for improvement in benchmark e elem as the default ﬁle layouts of the disk resident arrays in this benchmark perform very well.
Evaluation of Parallel Execution.
Figure 23
presents the results collected from an evaluation of the
parallel version of our approach discussed in Section 5.
For these experiments, the number of CPUs that are
used to execute an application is varied between 1 and
8. For each processor size, we present the results with
our baseline implementation (where disk reuse is optimized from each CPU’s perspective individually) as well
as with those obtained when the approach in Section 5
is enabled. We see from these results that considering
all parallel threads together is important in maximizing
overall disk reuse, especially with the large number of
CPUs. For example, when 8 CPUs are used for executing
an application, the average performance improvements
with individual reuse optimization (sequential version)
and collective reuse optimization (parallel version) are
25.7% and 33.3%, respectively.
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Figure 21: Comparison with I/O
prefetching.




 





  










 



 

Figure 22: Impact of layout optimization.







Figure 24: Impact of multiple application execution.
Evaluation of Multiple Application Execution. Since a disk system can be used by multiple
applications at the same time, it is also important to
quantify the beneﬁts brought by our approach under
such an execution scenario. Figure 24 presents the
results from two sets of experiments. In the ﬁrst set,
called Scenario-I, 7 CPUs are used and each CPU
executes one of our seven applications. In the second
set, called Scenario-II, 8 CPUs are used and four of our
applications (sar, hf, apsi and astro) are parallelized,
each using two CPUs. In both set of experiments, a
CPU executes only a single thread. Also, in Scenario-I
the sequential version of our approach is used (for each
application), and in Scenario-II the parallel version
explained in Section 5 is used. The results given in
Figure 24 indicate that the DRO-WP version generates
the best results for both the scenarios tested.

7 Discussion of Related Work
An important way of using compiler in improving I/O
performance is to hide I/O latency through I/O prefetching. Mowry et al [21] proposed a compiler-managed
I/O prefetching technique for out-of-core applications.
They automated the insertion of I/O prefetching instructions based on future memory page usage determined by
compile-time locality analysis. In another study [2], they
proposed a runtime system for managing the dynamic
behavior of compiler-inserted I/O prefetch/release hints
from multiple applications running concurrently. Several
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Figure 23: Impact of parallel thread
optimization.

researches focused on compilation of I/O-intensive applications. For example, Bordawekar et al [1] focused on
stencil computations and proposed several algorithms to
optimize communication and ultimately to enhance I/O
performance. Palecnzy et al [23] proposed a technique
to guide I/O for out-of-core applications based on highlevel annotations, which they incorporated into Fortran
D compiler. To bridge the disparities between the data
access patterns and the storage (ﬁle) layouts, [18] and
[17] proposed compiler-directed I/O optimization strategies. Their main idea is to ﬁnd the most preferable I/O
access patterns to disk-resident ﬁles, and then determine
the most suitable storage layouts associated with them.
For the remaining part, which contains non-dominant access patterns, they optimized it using collective I/O operations. In [35], Vilayannur et al proposed a compilerdirected discretionary caching policies for I/O-intensive
applications. They leveraged compiler support in determining the cache blocks to be accessed in each loop
nest. Besides these efforts to enhance the I/O performance explained so far, the compiler-guided information
can be used for different purposes, such as reducing energy consumption of disk subsystems. In [30], Son et al
proposed to expose disk layouts of each data ﬁle to the
compiler and let the compiler analyze the data access patterns along with this information to determine I/O (disk)
access patterns. These extracted disk access patterns are
ﬁnally used for transforming code and/or underlying disk
layouts to reduce the energy consumption of disk subsystems.
There has been signiﬁcant past work on optimizing
ﬁle and buffer cache management in storage systems
[3, 9, 10, 16, 28, 35]. To better exploit multi-level caches,
which are common in modern storage systems, several
multi-level buffer cache management policies have been
proposed [6, 37, 35]. [37] introduced a DEMOTE operation that allows one to keep cache blocks in an exclusive manner, i.e., a cache block is not duplicated across
cache hierarchy. Chen et al [6], on the other hand, utilize
the eviction information of higher level cache in deciding which cache blocks need to be replaced in a lower
level of the cache hierarchy. More recently, [38] pro-
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posed a replacement policy for multi-level cache, called
Karma. Karma uses application hints in maintaining
cache blocks exclusively. Most high-end parallel and
cluster systems provide some sort of parallel I/O operations to meet the I/O requirements (i.e., low latency and
high bandwidth) of scientiﬁc applications. This is typically accomplished by employing a set of I/O nodes,
each of which is equipped with multiple disks, dividing a ﬁle into a number of small ﬁle stripes, and distributing those stripes across available I/O nodes. This
notion of ﬁle-level striping is adapted in many commercial or research parallel ﬁle systems, such as IBM GPFS
[28], Intel PFS [11], PPFS [15], Galley [22], and PVFS2
[27]. It should be mentioned that these parallel ﬁle systems provide huge I/O performance improvements when
they receive large and contiguous I/O requests. However, many scientiﬁc applications that exhibit small and
non-contiguous I/O access patterns may suffer from performance degradation. To deal with this problem, several
approaches have been proposed in the context of different parallel ﬁle system libraries and APIs such as Panda
[5], PASSION [31], and MPI-IO [32, 33, 34]. Among
various techniques used to achieve this goal, collective
I/O is commonly recognized as an efﬁcient way of reducing I/O latency. The concept of collective I/O can
be implemented in different places of parallel I/O systems; namely, client side [34], disk side [19], or server
side [29]. The majority of the existing collective I/O implementations employ two-phase I/O [34]. In two-phase
I/O, disk accesses are reorganized in client side (compute
node) before sending them over the I/O nodes. Diskdirected I/O [19], on the other hand, performs collective
I/O operations on disk side, where I/O requests are optimized such that they conform to the storage layouts. In
Panda [29], I/O server nodes, rather than disk or client
nodes, generate I/O requests that conform to the layouts
of disk-resident array data.
Our approach is different from prior compiler-based
I/O optimization techniques in that it optimizes entire
program rather than individual, parallel loop nests. It
is also different from previous studies that considered
buffer caching and prefetching because we improve I/O
performance by increasing disk reuse. Lastly, our approach emphasizes the role of ﬁle layout optimization
and parallel execution when applying optimization techniques to achieve better disk reuse (and better cache performance).

8 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In the recent past, sensor, measurement, and simulationbased applications in science and engineering have
grown dramatically in complexity. Moreover, there have
been huge increases in the sizes of the data sets they pro-
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duce, manipulate, and consume, meaning that the high
I/O performance is a must for these applications. Unfortunately, advances in I/O architectures (in particular,
disks) could not meet this high I/O performance requirement satisfactorily. As a result, adequate software support for I/O is critical and has to be provided at different layers, including libraries, ﬁle systems, runtime systems, and compilers. The main contribution of this paper is a compiler-directed disk performance optimization
scheme for large-scale data-intensive applications. This
proposed scheme is oriented towards maximizing disk
reuse over successive visits to the disk system within a
given period of time, thereby (1) maximizing the utilization of cache in the computation node, and (2) reducing the latencies due to data search on disks. In addition, the success of this scheme can be increased signiﬁcantly if it is augmented with a ﬁle layout optimization scheme, and it can be easily adapted to capture disk
interactions across the threads of a parallel application.
We implemented this scheme fully using an optimizing
compiler framework and evaluated its performance using seven data-intensive applications that exercise disks.
The results collected indicate that our compiler-directed
approach is very successful in maximizing disk reuse,
and this in turn results in large savings in I/O latencies.
In our experiments, we also compared our approach to
a conventional data reuse optimization scheme (not designed for I/O) and explain where the additional beneﬁts are coming from. This work shows how an optimizing compiler can help reduce I/O latencies by automated
code restructuring. We believe that further compiler optimizations are possible by exposing the disk layout of
data to the different layers of the software stack. One
of the research directions to investigate is this interaction
between the compiler optimizations for I/O and other I/O
optimizations that are normally applied by ﬁle systems
and runtime libraries. Another interesting research direction is to adapting the cache policy based on the application behavior information collected by the compiler. This
can help to increase the hit rates of the cache, thereby further boosting the performance of the application.
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